Steve Pearson – 8/20/2017

“Praying in the Spirit”

Romans 8:26-27

Paul writes of his experience:

1. The Holy Spirit helps us during times of __________________. V.26
2. In many circumstances we simply ___________________________ we
should pray.
3. It seems that the Helper, (John 14:16) does not pray ______________
of us, but takes ____________________, and makes our weak prayers,
_______________ prayers.
4. These _________________, sighs, deep expressions of grief, confusion,
____________, and pain…… HE can take these feelings and _________
that we are struggling with, and turn them into _______________
intercession before the Throne of GOD.
5. The phrase, “too deep for words,” does not mean that we should
be ___________; but that we are not able to put into words at the
moment, what we are ______________, and what we need.
6. In order to help us, these feelings and cries for help, must be
______________ by us, to HIM. The Holy Spirit helps us as we pray.
HE does not ______________ our role in prayer.
7. The Creator knows ______________ about our situation and our part
in the situation. V.27 HE loves us with overwhelming ______________.
The Holy Spirit ______________ my heart, and the heart of everyone
involved in the situation. The third person of the Trinity, has the
_________ of the Trinity, and knows exactly what needs to happen.
8. The Holy Spirit agrees and intercedes for us, the __________________,
for our us in our hour of deep need. HE intercedes according to the
__________________. V.27
9. Your Pastor believes that _______________________, or using your
Prayer Language, or speaking in Tongues in a devotional setting,
can ________________ what Paul is talking about in this passage.

Reasons your Pastor prays 15-30 minutes daily in his Prayer
Language: (plus additional time in English)
1 Cor. 14
1. I need to ________________ with the Spirit every day. Eph. 5:18
2. Much of the time, I do not know ____________ to pray.
3. A Prayer Language is a __________________. 1 Cor. 14:2, 10-11
4. When I do this… I am speaking ______________ to GOD. 14:2

5. The Gift of Tongues is for __________ ministry. A Prayer Language
is for _____________ use. 14:6-12, 16-17, 19-28
6. I have found that the more I Pray in the Spirit, the more I am
_______________, and the ____________ I get. 14:4 “edifies”
7. When I Pray in the Spirit, my spirit is _______________ with the
Holy Spirit, and we are then interceding ______________. My spirit is
praying, and I am _____________ my human mind. This makes this
kind of prayer so very, very _______________. 14:14 (This is why
the ___________ has tried so hard to take this away from the Church)
8. _____________ in the Spirit is a tremendous way to worship. 14:15
9. I _______________________ this, just like speaking any other
language.
14:32
10. It is also a great way of keeping my heart _______________. 14:17
11. I so desperately want to be _______________ for CHRIST. This is one
of the reasons ___________ was so effective, for so very long. 14:18

